Drusen quantification for early identification of age related macular degeneration (AMD) using color fundus imaging.
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a major cause of visual impairment in the elderly and identifying people with the early stages of AMD is important when considering the design and implementation of preventative strategies for late AMD. Quantification of drusen size and total area covered by drusen is an important risk factor for progression. In this paper, we propose a method to detect drusen and quantify drusen size along with the area covered with drusen in macular region from standard color retinal images. We used combined local intensity distribution, adaptive intensity thresholding and edge information to detect potential drusen areas. The proposed method detected the presence of any drusen with 100% accuracy (50/50 images). For drusen detection accuracy (DDA), the segmentations produced by the automated method on individual images achieved mean sensitivity and specificity values of 74.94% and 81.17%, respectively.